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Abstract

Hydro-climate extreme analysis helps understanding the process of spatio-temporal variation of extreme events due to climate change, and it is an important aspect in designing hydrological structures, forecasting floods and an effective decision making in the field of water resources design and management. The study evaluates extreme precipitation events over the Columbia River Basin (CRB), the fourth largest basin in the U.S., by simulating four CMIP5 global climate models (GCMs) for the historical period (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070) under RCP85 GHG scenario.

We estimated the intensity of extreme and average precipitation for both winter (DJF) and summer (JJA) seasons by using the GEV distribution and multi-model ensemble average over the domain of the Columbia River Basin. The four CMIP5 models performed very well at simulating precipitation extremes in the winter season. The CMIP5 climate models showed heterogeneous spatial pattern of summer extreme precipitation over the CRB for the future period. It was noticed that multi-model ensemble mean outperformed compared to the individual performance of climate models for both seasons.

We have found that the multi-model ensemble shows a consistent and significant increase in the extreme precipitation events in the west of the Cascades Range, Coastal Ranges of Oregon and Washington State, the Canadian portion of the basin and over the Rocky Mountains. However, the mean precipitation is projected to decrease in both winter and summer seasons in the future period.
The Columbia River is dominated by the glacial snowmelt, so the increase in the intensity of extreme precipitation and decrease in mean precipitation in the future period, as simulated by four CMIP5 models, is expected to aggravate the earlier snowmelt and contribute to the flooding in the low lying areas especially in the west of the Cascades Range. In addition, the climate change shift could have serious implications on transboundary water issues in between the United States and Canada. Therefore, adaptation strategies should be devised to cope the possible adverse effects of the changing the future climate so that it could have minimal influence on hydrology, agriculture, aquatic species, hydro-power generation, human health and other water related infrastructure.
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1. **Introduction and Background**

The climate change and variability could have serious impacts on water resources, ecological systems and human lives. The contribution of anthropogenic activities to the emission of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere is the main cause for the change of climate and extreme events. Solomon et al., (2007) concluded in the IPCC fourth assessment report that the global average surface temperature has increased significantly since 1950, and they pointed out that years 1998 and 2005 as the warmest years since 1850. It is further projected in the same report that the surface air temperature would rise from 2 °C to 3 °C in the U.S. by the end of 21st century. This projection in the temperature is expected to intensify the hydrological cycles (Arnell, 1999; Del Genfo et al., 1991; Held and Soden, 2000; Huntington, 2006; Loaiciga et al., 1996). The intensification of water cycles is responsible for extreme events such as tropical storms, flash floods and droughts (Huntington, 2006). Extreme precipitation events are one of the major climate change concerns which can seriously influence the hydrology, agriculture, hydro-power generation and socio-economics.

It has been observed that numerous elements of the climate system are now changing including temperature, the frequency and distribution of precipitation, rise of sea levels, melting mountain glaciers, and these extreme events will become more frequent and intense in the future (Halmstad et al., 2012; Kharin and Zwiers, 2000; Kharin and Zwiers, 2005; Kharin et al., 2007; Solomon et al., 2007; Wilby and Wigley, 2002). In the case of the United States, the historical records demonstrate that the amount and frequency extreme precipitation events have been increased (Dominguez et al., 2012;
Easterling et al., 2000; Groisman et al., 2001). For the future period, in the U.S., the mean precipitation is expected to decrease, whereas extreme precipitation is projected to increase (Dominguez et al., 2012; Emori and Brown, 2005).

Possible future changes in the climate change and extreme events can be predicted by global circulation models (GCMs). For this study, the GCM simulations daily data was collected from the Climate Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 archive (CMIP5) (Taylor et al., 2012). The CMIP5 is newly developed data archive and contains a great number of model output to conduct the research and enhance the understanding of climate processes and their effects. These data will provide a basis of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5). A new type of greenhouse gas emission scenarios have been introduced in the CMIP5 ensemble data called representative concentration pathways, which are more comprehensive compared to Special Report on Emission Scenarios (SRES). In spite of various improvements in spatial resolution and other advances in climate models, considerable bias and uncertainties still exist in the climate models. These uncertainties may be available due model initialization, data observation errors, and/or inappropriate data assimilation procedures (Parrish et al., 2012). The GCMs have very coarse resolution and therefore, don’t represent precipitation or any other variable at local or regional scales. Therefore, downscaling is conducted to remove bias and downscale the climate models to give reasonable estimates at local or regional scales (Fowler et al., 2007; Halmstad et al., 2012; Najafi et al., 2011b).
This study evaluates extreme precipitation events over the Columbia River Basin (CRB), the fourth largest basin in the U.S., by multi-modeling ensemble of four GCMs for the historical period (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070). Relying on one model can lead to several uncertainties because no model is believed to be superior to others. Therefore, multi-modeling ensemble averages can reduce the uncertainty to larger degree to produce more reliable hydrologic predictions. Multi-model ensemble methods have widely been used in the field of economics, meteorology and hydrology (Bates and Granger, 1969; Dickinson, 1973; Duan et al., 2007). The multi-model techniques usually involve obtaining weights based on the individual performance of the model. The earlier multi-model averaging methods such as equal weight, artificial neural network (ANN) technique by (Shamseldin et al., 1997) could not perform well because the weights obtained by these methods were not related to the performance of the model (Duan et al., 2007; Parrish et al., 2012). Then, Hoeting et al., (1999) developed an alternative approach called Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) to overcome the issues faced by earlier methods of multi-model averaging. The BMA technique is an efficient method in determining within-model variance and the between-model variance, and the models showing their weights based on their performances. It has been successfully applied in various fields of statistics, groundwater modeling, hydrology, meteorology, medicine and management science (Duan et al., 2007; Fernandez et al., 2001; Hoeting et al., 1999; Najafi et al., 2011a; Viallefont et al., 2001; Wintle et al., 2003). This research would could help water related agencies in efficient design and operation of water related infrastructures in the Columbia River Basin for sustainable development.
This thesis is organized as follow: introduction and background is described in chapter 1; study area and datasets are explained in chapter 2; methodology of downscaling, extreme value analysis by GEV distribution and multi-model extreme analysis is described in chapter 3; results of the extreme analysis and multi-model average is explained in chapter 4; and finally conclusion is provided in chapter 5.
2. Study Area and Datasets

2.1 Study Area

The Columbia River Basin (CRB) is one of the largest transboundary river basins in the world. The Columbia River originates from the Columbia Lake in the Canada and is the largest river in the Pacific Northwest and the fourth largest river in the US (map is displayed in figure 1). The CRB spreads into one Canadian province of British Columbia and seven western states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Nevada and Utah, and its length and drainage area are 1243 miles and 258,000 square miles respectively (Davidson and Paisley, 2009). The CRB receives a significant amount of precipitation because of its prime location and finally drains it into the Pacific Ocean. It irrigates about 1.4 million hectares (3.5 million acres) and generates about 16,500 MW of hydropower annually (Payne et al., 2004). Having construction of large dams in the CRB, it has now become highly developed river basin system. The construction of dams in the CRB helped reducing flood and increase hydropower generation (Cohen et al., 2000). In the Columbia River Basin, major part of the precipitation falls in the winter season, and that contributes to the peak runoff in the late spring and early summer (Wood et al., 2004).

Numerous studies have found an increase in the temperature and precipitation in the western United States in the historic period especially from 1950 to 2005, and both temperature and extreme precipitation are expected to increase in the future (Cayan et al., 2001; Dominguez et al., 2012; Easterling et al., 2000; Groisman et al., 2001; Halmstad et al., 2012; Najafi et al., 2011a; Solomon et al., 2007). The Canadian portion of the basin and west of the Cascade Mountains usually get sufficient amount precipitation and the
precipitation from the Canadian portion contribute greatly to the hydropower generation (Cohen et al., 2000).

Figure 1: Study Area: Columbia River Basin.
2.2 Climate Models Data:

This research collects four GCM simulations data (detail is given in table 1) from the Climate Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 archive (CMIP5). The CMIP5 has provided a great number of model output to advance our understanding of climate processes and their effects (Taylor et al., 2012). These data will provide a basis of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5). According to (Taylor et al., 2012), CMIP5 simulations were carried out by more than 20 modeling groups, which combined have more than 50 models. CMIP5 simulations include two types of climate change modeling experiments known as decadal prediction experiments (10-30 years) and long-term integrations (century time scales) (Hibbard et al., 2007; Meehl et al., 2009; Meehl and Hibbard, 2007). The long-term experiments build on the design of CMIP3, whereas the near-term decadal prediction experiments are a new addition to the CMIP5. Taylor et al., (2012) describe that CMIP5 models run on higher spatial resolution and being comprehensive, they involve plenty of variables, which are given in parentheses: atmosphere (60), ocean (77), land surface and carbon cycle (58), ocean biogeochemistry (74), sea ice (38), land ice and snow (14), and clouds (100). All CMIP5 model output data have been provided on PCMDI (Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison) archive.

Several scenarios have been adopted in the past, including IS92 scenarios (Leggett et al., 1992) and Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) (Nakicenovic et al., 2000). The CMIP5 projections provide new types of scenarios called representative concentration pathways (RCPs) compared to the earlier CMIP3 having the SRES
scenarios (difference between CMIP5 and CMIP3 is given in the table 3). A proper selection procedure was adopted behind the name of RCP (Moss et al., 2008; Van Vuuren et al., 2011), and the main purpose behind its selection was its use. RCPs refer to pathways as their main objective is to provide time-dependent projections of greenhouse gases (GHG) concentrations (Taylor et al., 2012).

Anthropogenic activities are major contributors for the climate change and are forced by many factors; and all of these contribute to radiative forcing of the climate system. The radiative forcing factors are very comprehensive and incorporate the collection of greenhouse gases (GHGs), aerosols, chemically active gases, and land use or land cover (Moss et al., 2008). The four RCPs are provided in the CMIP5 called RCP 8.5, 6.0, 4.5 and 3.0 W/m$^2$, and these labels show a rough estimate of the radiative forcing at the end of the 21st century. RCP8.5 scenario describes that the radiative forcing reaches at approximately 8.5 W/m$^2$ by the end of 21st century and it continues to rise for some amount of time. RCP6.0 and RCP4.5 scenarios depict that the radiative forcing will stabilize at approximately 6 W/m$^2$ and 4.5 W/m$^2$ after 21st century. RCP3 tells that the radiative forcing would rise to approximately 3 W/m$^2$ before the end of 21st century and then declines. The details of the RCPs are given in the table 2.

In the CMIP5, historical simulations data is available from 1850 through 2005, whereas the future simulations data is available from 2006 through 2300. In this study, four GCM simulations have been used to analyze precipitation extremes for the historical period (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070). We evaluated the historical period of recent 30 years (1970-1999) depending upon the availability of data and the future period
(2041-2070) because this time period is neither too far nor too close. For the future period, the RCP85 scenario has been used because it somehow relates to the A2 SRES scenario in terms of the Carbon dioxide equivalent.

Table 1: CMIP5 Models and their resolutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>Modeling Center</th>
<th>Model/GCM Name</th>
<th>Resolution (Lon X Lat)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CSIRO-BOM</td>
<td>ACCESS 1.0</td>
<td>1.875 X 1.25</td>
<td>(Bi, 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, Australia), and Bureau of Meteorology</td>
<td>(Australian Community Climate and Earth-System Simulator)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>BCC (Beijing Climate Center)</td>
<td>BCC-CSM 1.1 (Beijing Climate Center – Climate System Model)</td>
<td>2.8 x 2.8</td>
<td>(Xin X., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NCAR (National Center for Atmospheric Research)</td>
<td>CCSM4 (Community Climate System Model)</td>
<td>0.94 X 1.25</td>
<td>(Chylek, 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>CCCma (Canadian Center for Climate Modeling &amp; Analysis)</td>
<td>CanESM2 (Canadian 2nd generation Earth System Model)</td>
<td>2.8 x 2.8</td>
<td>(Gent, 2011)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Names of RCPs and their descriptions (Moss et al., 2008; Van Vuuren et al., 2011)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No.</th>
<th>RCPs</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>RCP 8.5</td>
<td>&gt; 8.5 W/m² in 2100 (&gt;~1370 ppm CO₂ eq)</td>
<td>(Riahi et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>RCP 6.0</td>
<td>Rise to ~ 6 W/m² (~850 ppm CO₂ eq) at stabilization after 2100</td>
<td>(Fujino et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>RCP 4.5</td>
<td>Rise to 4.5 W/m² (~650 ppm CO₂ eq) at stabilization after 2100</td>
<td>(Clarke et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RCP 3</td>
<td>Peak at ~3 W/m² (~490 ppm CO₂ eq) before 2100 and then decline (the selected pathway declines to 2.6 W/m² by 2100).</td>
<td>(van Vuuren et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Differences between the CMIP5 and CMIP3 (Solomon et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>CMIP5</th>
<th>CMIP3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No. of models</td>
<td>More than 50</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG emission Scenario</td>
<td>RCP (More comprehensive)</td>
<td>SRES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output parameters</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latitude resolution coarser than 1°</td>
<td>2 models</td>
<td>About half of models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latitude resolution finer than 1.3°</td>
<td>5 models</td>
<td>1 model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Resolution</td>
<td>0.5°–4.0° for atmospheric components &amp; 0.2°–2.0° for ocean components</td>
<td>1.1°–5.0° for atmospheric components &amp; 0.2°–5.0° for ocean components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time period</td>
<td>850-2300 years</td>
<td>850-2000 years, 2000-2100 years, 2100-2300 years,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output time steps frequency</td>
<td>3hr, 6hr, daily, monthly, annual mean data is available</td>
<td>3hr, daily, monthly, annual mean and extreme data is available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notes</td>
<td>Basis for IPCC AR5</td>
<td>Basis for IPCC AR4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Observed Data sets:

The observed daily meteorological gridded dataset for the Columbia River Basin, taken from University of Washington, (Maurer et al., 2002), has been used in this study. The dataset is gridded at 1/8th degree, and provides information about four climate variables namely precipitation, maximum and minimum temperature and wind speed for the period of 1949 through 2010.
3. **Methodology**

Hydro-climate extremes are very critical in considering the possible adverse impacts of climate change and variability. It affects the total runoff volume, infrastructures, aquatic species, forests, hydropower generation, and more importantly human lives. Therefore, it is imperative for water resources engineers and planners to consider hydro-climate extreme analysis in long as well as short term planning of water resources. The study analyzes multi-model precipitation extremes over the Columbia River Basin for the historical period (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070) by using the CMIP5 simulations data. The simulations of daily data from four global climate model (GCM) have been used. The GCMs were then visualized in the ESRI ArcMap 10.1 to analyze the number of grids (see figure 2), and the ArcMap was used to analyze the downscaled GCM simulations data. The methodology includes selecting the GCMs, bias correction and downscaling to required degree depending upon the resolution of the observed data, and multi-model ensemble extreme analysis.

### 3.1 Downscaling

Global climate models (GCMs) are the primary tools of assessing the potential impacts of climate Change (Solomon et al., 2007). Using GCMs to predict or forecast the impact of climate change on precipitation extremes is quite a challenge because of the resolution of the GCMs. They have very coarse resolution (125-300 km) which makes them unable to predict the climate change and variability effects on regional or local
scales accurately. Despite some improvements in spatial resolution and other advances in climate models, considerable bias still exists in most climate models. Therefore, downscaling is needed to relate the information between coarse and regional or local scales (Fowler et al., 2007). Downscaling is a term used to refer the process of relocating the coarse resolution climate model data to the fine spatial scale data to allow local analyses of climate effects. There are two fundamental approaches for downscaling climate models called dynamical and statistical downscaling. In dynamical downscaling, regional climate models (RCMs) are nested with GCMs to generate high resolution outputs. Statistical downscaling methods are based on some robust statistical relationships between the coarse-resolution climate model and fine-resolution local climate variables. Statistical downscaling methods have been widely adopted due to being comparatively cheap, computationally efficient and easily applicable across multiple GCMs (Fowler et al., 2007; Jung et al., 2011; Madadgar and Moradkhani, 2011; Moradkhani et al., 2010; Moradkhani and Meier, 2010; Moradkhani and Sorooshian, 2008; Najafi et al., 2011b; Samadi et al., 2013; Wilby and Wigley, 2002). Fowler et al., (2007) describes three types of the statistical downscaling called regression models, weather typing schemes and weather generators. In regression models, the transfer functions are developed to downscale the climate model data. We have implemented Quantile Mapping statistical downscaling method which is described below:
3.1.1 Quantile Mapping

This study adopts the quantile based mapping approach (Quintana Segue et al., 2010; Salathe et al., 2007; Wood et al., 2004) to downscale the climate simulation. The quantile mapping approach uses daily time step precipitation values obtained from GCM simulation for the historical period of 1970-1999 and future period of 2041-2070. The selection of the future period (2041-2070) is a useful time horizon as it is neither too far nor too close, so it would help all water related stakeholder plan and design the water resources for the CRB for sustainable water management. The RCP 85 scenario has been adopted for the future period which is estimated to be stabilized at 8.5 W/m² at the end of 21st century. The observed data was derived from (Maurer et al., 2002) for the period of 30 years (1970-1999).

As described in (Quintana Segue et al., 2010), the CMIP5 GCM simulated data and observed data for the period of 30 years (1970-1999) are categorized in cumulative distribution functions (CDFs). For each grid cell, the transfer factors (correction factors) are then developed between simulated and observed data based on the CDFs at the daily time step for the entire period of 30 years based on the resolution of the observed data. This basically functions as mapping the GCM simulations distribution over the observed data distribution at each grid cell to remove the bias. The future simulated data is then bias corrected by applying the transfer factors for each grid cell at the same resolution of the observed data. We are using a typical 30 year period to fit the distributions for both the historical (1970-1999) and future (2041-2070). This method of downscaling uses multiplicative perturbations for precipitation and additive perturbations for temperature.
The Quantile Mapping downscaling method is based on a hypothesis that transfer or correction factors calculated from historical and observed quantiles remain constant in the future which is absolutely not justifiable because we don’t know about the future changes in the climate. The figures showing bias corrected and downscaled GCMs are provided below.

Figure 2: GCMs Grid Points for four CMIP5 models over the Columbia River Basin
Figure 3: Example of one grid showing Observed, historical and bias corrected data over the Columbia River Basin

Figure 4: Downscaled Historical Precipitation for 30 years (1970-1999) in the summer season over the CRB
Figure 5: Downscaled Historical Precipitation for 30 years (1970-1999) in the winter season over the CRB

Figure 6: Downscaled Future Precipitation for 30 years (2041-2070) in the winter season over the CRB
Figure 7: Downscaled Future Precipitation for 30 years (2041-2070) in the summer season over the CRB

Figure 8: Difference of Precipitation (Future-Historical) in the winter season over the CRB
3.2 Extreme Value Analysis:

Extreme value analysis plays an important role in detecting climate change effects. Changes in the process of spatio-temporal variation of precipitation extremes will have a serious impact our socio-economics, aquatic species, hydrological infrastructures and human lives. Therefore, the evaluation of future changes in extreme events has now become essential part of water resources planning studies. It helps evaluate the hydrological data to understand the historical records of climate change and variability, and predict the future probabilities of extreme events. The GEV distribution is one of the most frequently used distributions in determining climate change effects (El Adlouni et
al., 2007; Katz et al., 2002; Stedinger, 1993). The research shows that the GEV distribution is capable of simulating nearly accurate historical extreme events and predicting future extreme events (Halmstad et al., 2012; Tryhorn and DeGaetano, 2011). Many renowned researchers used GEV distribution to study extreme rainfall and temperature in the U.K. (Cooley, 2009; Ekstrom et al., 2005; Fowler et al., 2005). Kharin and Zwiers (2000), Kharin and Zwiers (2005), Kharin et al., (2005) and Zwiers and Kharin (1998) also studied precipitation, temperature and wind speed extremes by using GEV distribution.

In this study, generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution (Fisher and Tippett, 1928; Gnedenko, 1943; Gumbel, 1958; Jenkinson, 1955) comprising three extreme value distributions, has been used to analyze extreme precipitation in terms of return values. These three distributions are named Gumbel, Frechet, Weibull distributions. The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the GEV distribution is as follows:

\[
F(x, \mu, \delta, \xi) = \exp \left[ -\left( 1 + \frac{x - \mu}{\delta} \right)^{\frac{1}{\xi}} \right] \quad \text{when } \xi \neq 0
\]

\[
F(x, \mu, \delta, \xi) = \exp[-\exp(-(x - \mu)/\delta))] \quad \text{when } \xi = 0
\]

where \(\mu\) is the location parameter, \(\xi\) is the shape parameter and \(\sigma\) is the scale parameter. According to (Katz et al., 2002; Kotz and Nadarajah, 2000), shape parameter can be used to describe the tail behavior of the distribution. If \(\xi = 0\), then GEV is called type-I or Gumbel distribution, and this distribution has unbounded and exponentially decreasing thin tail. If \(\xi > 0\), then GEV distribution is called type-II or Frechet distribution and this
distribution has a heavy tail. If \( \varepsilon < 0 \), then GEV is termed type-III or Weibull distribution and has a short tailed distribution.

Kharin et al., (2007) define a return value as “a threshold that is exceeded by an annual extreme in any given year with the probability \( p = 1/T \)”. Return values are the quantiles obtained from GEV distribution at every grid of the data. According to some studies, the GEV distribution works best on sufficiently large annual maximum data of at least more than 25 years (Coles, 2001; El Adlouni et al., 2007; Halmstad et al., 2012). This study uses the historical data from 1970 through 1999 (30 years) and future data from 2041 through 2070 (30 years). After fitting the GEV distribution to the annual maximum values in the Matlab, the T-year return levels are obtained by the inverse of the cumulative distribution function. Mathematically, this quantile function can be represented by:

\[
F^{-1}(1 - p, \mu, \delta, \varepsilon) = \mu + \left(\frac{\sigma}{\varepsilon}\right) \left[\left(-\log(1 - p)\right)^{-\varepsilon} - 1\right] \quad \text{when } \varepsilon \neq 0
\]

\[
F^{-1}(1 - p, \mu, \delta, \varepsilon) = \mu + \sigma \left[ -\log(-\log(1 - p)) \right] \quad \text{when } \varepsilon = 0
\]

where \( \mu \) is the location parameter, \( \varepsilon \) is the shape parameter and \( \delta \) is the scale parameter and \( 1 - p \) is non-exceedance probability. The results of return levels for 2 years, 5 years, 10 years and 25 years are described in results section.
3.3 Multi-model Ensemble:

In hydrologic modeling, it is generally relied on a single model, whereas relying on one model can lead to unreliable and uncertain hydrologic forecasts due to statistical bias and structural error inherent in any single model (Ajami et al., 2007; Hsu et al., 2009; Najafi and Moradkhani, 2013a; Najafi et al., 2011a; Raftery et al., 2005).

The BMA predictions are weighted averages of the individual models, and the sum of all weights is equal to 1 because they are probabilistic likelihoods of a model. The weights (likelihood measures) of each model are based on their predictions. The research shows that the BMA provides a more realistic and reliable probabilistic prediction involving both between-model variance and in-model variance (Ajami et al., 2007; Duan et al., 2007; Najafi et al., 2011a; Raftery and Zheng, 2003). Recently, the BMA has been popular, and applied in various fields of statistics, groundwater modeling, hydrology, meteorology, medicine and management science (Duan et al., 2007; Fernandez et al., 2001; Hoeting et al., 1999; Najafi and Moradkhani, 2013b; Najafi et al., 2011a; Viallefont et al., 2001; Wintle et al., 2003).

Consider a variable $y$ is to be forecasted, and then the probability distribution function (PDF) of the variable $y$ can be expressed as, according to the law of total probability:

$$p(y|O) = \sum_{i=1}^{I} p(y|m_i . O) . p(m_i|O)$$

where $p(y|m_i . O)$ is the posterior distribution of $y$ based on model prediction ($m_i$) at each grid ($i$), and the observation data ($O$). $p(m_i|O)$ is the posterior probability of
model prediction \( (m_i) \). This ensemble methodology replicates the procedure of Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm described by (Duan et al., 2007). Before the BMA is implemented, the simulated data of each model first needs to be downscaled. After bias correction and downscaling, the BMA is carried out. In this procedure, the conditional probability distribution \( p(y|m_i, O) \) should be considered to be Gaussian, and if it is not Gaussian distribution, then Box-Cox transformation is used to transform both modeled and observed data close to the Gaussian distribution before the BMA is implemented. The BMA is a very efficient method describing within-model variance and the between-model variance. Based on the weights and variance values obtained from BMA, it is easily decidable that which model is performing the best. More detail about this method can be found in (Duan et al., 2007).

An enhancement to BMA was made recently by Parrish et al., (2012) where they combined the strength of sequential data assimilation (e.g., Moradkhani et al., 2005a&b; Moradkhani 2008; DeChant and Moradkhani 2012) with BMA to make the weights change in time. This will improve the effectiveness of BMA and multi-modeling with increased reliability of multi-model performance.
4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Changes in the Future Climatology

4.1.1 Future Changes in Winter Extreme Precipitation (DJF)

In this section, we evaluate the future changes in winter extreme precipitation events over the Columbia River Basin by the t-years return levels. The t-years return levels have estimated by using generalized extreme value (GEV) distribution from four CMIP5 climate models (their names and other details are given in the table 1). The simulated changes for the future period of 30 years (2041-2070) are analyzed relative to the baseline period of 30 years (1970 to 1999). In this study, 2-years, 5-years, 10-years and 25-years return levels are calculated for both historic and future periods in the unit of mm/day. The figures 10 through 13 display 2-years, 5-years, 10-years and 25-years return levels for the winter season, and the figures 14 through 17 display differences for the winter return levels (future – historical) against 2-years, 5-years, 10-years and 25-years return periods respectively. In the figures 10 through 13, the top row having only one figure shape represents return levels for the observed dataset, whereas the middle row represents return levels for the historical period and bottom row represents return levels for the future period for the four CMIP5 climate models.

We have found a consistent and significant increase in the intensity of winter extreme precipitation (DJF) in the future period of 30 years over the Columbia River Basin. All four CMIP5 climate models analyzed in this study show an increase in the winter extreme precipitation with the increase of return periods. The maximum range of the winter return level values for the future period is somewhat different from each other
but they all models agree on the increase in the winter extreme precipitation. The maximum range of the return levels is more than 84 mm/day for 2-years return period, more than 108 mm/day for 5-years return period, more than 123 mm/day for 10-years return period and more than 156 mm/day for 25-years return period. For all return periods, the intensity of the increase in winter extreme precipitation is found in the Canadian portion of the basin, west of the Cascade Mountain Range, Coastal range of Oregon and Washington State, two counties of Montana State named Flathead and Lincoln and some parts of Rocky Mountains in the Idaho State. Here, it is notable that the CanESM2 model is consistently over-predicting while ACCESS 1.0 model is under-predicting the winter extreme precipitation compared to other models, whereas the two other models CCSM4 and BCC-CSM 1.1 show the almost same result.

4.1.2 Future Changes in Summer Extreme Precipitation (JJA)

In this section, we evaluate the future changes in summer extreme precipitation events in the Columbia River Basin by the t-years return levels. The figures 18 through 21 display 2-years, 5-years, 10-years and 25-years return levels for the summer season, and the figures 22 through 25 display difference of summer return levels (future – historical) against 2-years, 5-years, 10-years and 25-years return periods respectively. In the figures 18 through 21, the top row having only one figure shape represents return levels for the observed dataset, whereas the middle row represents return levels for the historical period and bottom row represents return levels for the future period of the four climate models.
It is notable that the four CMIP5 climate models studied in this research show heterogeneous spatial pattern of the future changes in the extreme precipitation for the summer season. The figure 22 demonstrates the differences of future and historical 2-year return levels to describe the spatial pattern in the extreme precipitation changes. In this figure, the CCSM4 model shows an increase over the Rocky Mountains in the Idaho State; otherwise it shows a decline in the summer extreme precipitation over the other domain of CRB. The ACCESS1.0 model shows an increase over the Canadian portion of the basin and Rocky Mountains Ranges, whereas it shows a decline in the summer extreme precipitation over the other domain of CRB. The CanESM2 and BCC-CSM1.1 models show some similar spatial pattern showing an increase in the extreme precipitation in the summer season over the whole domain of basin. The CanESM2 model shows some major increase of precipitation in some parts of southwest of the CRB.

Figure 23 explains the differences of future and historical 5-year return levels it shows that the CCSM4 model shows the shrinkage in summer extreme precipitation in the Canadian portion and some southwest parts of Idaho State and some parts over the Rocky Mountains Range, whereas it shows a slight increase in the other domain of the basin. The ACCESS1.0 model shows some reduction in the whole Oregon and Washington States, west of the Idaho State; however it indicates a slight increase in the other domain of the basin; it also shows huge increase of extreme precipitation in the Canadian portion of the basin. The CanESM2 and BCC-CSM1.1 models show some similar spatial pattern showing the increase in almost whole domain of the CRB.
The figure 24 displays the differences of future and historical 10-year return levels. This figure describes that all four models project an increase in the summer extreme precipitation all over the domain of the basin except the ACCESS1.0 model, which shows a slight decrease over the Rocky Mountains in the Montana State and Idaho State. The figure 25 describes the differences of future and historical 25-year return levels and it shows that all four models project an increase in the summer extreme precipitation all over the domain of the basin except the ACCESS1.0 model, which shows a slight decrease over the Rocky Mountains in the Montana State and Idaho State.

4.1.3 Future Changes in the Mean Precipitation

In this part, the future changes in the mean precipitation for both winter and summer seasons are estimated over the Columbia River Basin for the future period of 30 years (2041-2070). The figures 26 through 33 describe mean precipitation for both winter and summer seasons. The figures demonstrate a 3.17% increase by the ACCESS1.0 model, 15.3% increase by the CanESM2 model, 18.7% decrease by the BCC-CSM1.1 model and 7.8% decrease by the CCSM4 model in the projected mean winter precipitation from 2041 to 2070 over the CRB. We also find 18.7% increase by the ACCESS1.0 model, 1.7% increase by the BCC-CSM1.1 model, 14.3% decrease by the CanESM2 model and 30% decrease by the CCSM4 model in the projected mean summer precipitation from 2041 to 2070 over the CRB.
Figure 10: 2-years return levels (mm/day) in Winter Season (DJF) for the historical (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070) over the CRB

Figure 11: 5-years return levels (mm/day) in Winter Season (DJF) for the historical (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070) over the CRB
Figure 12: 10-years return levels (mm/day) in Winter Season (DJF) for the historical (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070) over the CRB

Figure 13: 25-years return levels (mm/day) in Winter Season (DJF) for the historical (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070) over the CRB
Figure 14: Difference of 2-years return levels (mm/day) (Future-Historical) in Winter Season (DJF) over the CRB

Figure 15: Difference of 5-years return levels (mm/day) (Future-Historical) in the Winter Season (DJF) over the CRB
Figure 16: Difference of 10-years return levels (mm/day) (Future-Historical) in the Winter Season (DJF) over the CRB

Figure 17: Difference of 25-years return levels (mm/day) (Future-Historical) in Winter Season (DJF) over the CRB
Figure 18: 2-years return levels (mm/day) in Summer Season (JJA) for the historical (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070) over the CRB

Figure 19: 5-years return levels (mm/day) in Summer Season (JJA) for the historical (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070) over the CRB
Figure 20: 10-years return levels (mm/day) in Summer Season (JJA) for the historical (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070) over the CRB.

Figure 21: 25-years return levels (mm/day) in Summer Season (JJA) for the historical (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070) over the CRB.
Figure 22: Difference of 2-years return levels (mm/day) for future period (2041-2070) and historical (1970-1999) in Summer Season (JJA) over the CRB

Figure 23: Difference of 5-years return levels (mm/day) for future period (2041-2070) and historical (1970-1999) in Summer Season (JJA) over the CRB
Figure 24: Difference of 10-years return levels (mm/day) for future period (2041-2070) and historical (1970-1999) in Summer Season (JJA) over the CRB

Figure 25: Difference of 25-years return levels (mm/day) for future period (2041-2070) and historical (1970-1999) in Summer Season (JJA) over the CRB
Figure 26: Annual Mean Winter (DJF) Precipitation (mm) calculated by ACCESS 1.0 model for the future period (2041-2070) over the CRB.

Figure 27: Annual Mean Summer (JJA) Precipitation (mm) calculated by ACCESS 1.0 model for the future period (2041-2070) over the CRB.
Figure 28: Annual Mean Winter (DJF) Precipitation (mm) calculated by BCC-CSM1.1 model for the future period (2041-2070) over the CRB.

Figure 29: Annual Mean Summer (JJA) Precipitation (mm) calculated by BCC-CSM1.1 model for the future period (2041-2070) over the CRB.
Figure 30: Annual Mean Winter (DJF) Precipitation (mm) calculated by CanESM2 model for the future period (2041-2070) over the CRB.

Figure 31: Annual Mean Summer (JJA) Precipitation (mm) calculated by CanESM2 model for the future period (2041-2070) over the CRB.
Figure 32: Annual Mean Winter (DJF) Precipitation (mm) calculated by CCSM4 model for the future period (2041-2070) over the CRB.

Figure 33: Annual Mean Summer (JJA) Precipitation (mm) calculated by CCSM4 model for the future period (2041-2070) over the CRB.
4.2 Changes in the Future Climate by Multi-Model Ensemble Data

4.2.1 Future changes in winter extreme precipitation (DJF)

In this part, we estimated the intensity of winter extreme precipitation for the future period of 30 years (2041-2070) by using the multi-model ensemble average over the domain of the Columbia River Basin. The figures 34 through 37 represent the projected extreme winter precipitation for 2-year, 5-year, 10-year and 25-year return levels. The multi-model ensemble return levels are obtained by multiplying the BMA weights with the return levels obtained by GEV distribution described in the results and discussion section. After multiplying the weights, the return levels are combined together to get ensemble average values of the extreme precipitation. It can be observed from the results that the multi-model ensemble mean outperforms compared to the individual performance of climate models. The result of ensemble average return levels shows a consistent and significant increase in the extreme precipitation with the increase of the return periods. The increase in extreme precipitation is almost found in the whole domain of the CRB with maximum increase over the Canadian portion of the basin, west of the Cascade Mountain Range, Coastal range of Oregon and Washington States, scattered parts over Rocky Mountains.

4.2.2 Future changes in Summer Extreme Precipitation (JJA)

This section portrays the intensity of summer extreme precipitation for the future period of 30 years (2041-2070) by using the multi-model ensemble mean return levels over the domain of the Columbia River Basin. The figures 38 through 41 represent the
projected extreme summer precipitation for the 2-year, 5-year, 10-year and 25-year return levels respectively. It can be observed from the results that the multi-model ensemble mean return levels outperforms compared to the individual performance of climate models obtained from GEV distribution. The ensemble average return levels show a significant increase in the extreme summer precipitation with the increase of the return periods. The increase in extreme precipitation is also found in the whole domain of the CRB with maximum increase over the Canadian portion of the basin, southwest of the Oregon State, Coastal range of Oregon and Washington States and scattered parts over Rocky Mountains.

4.2.3 Future changes in the Mean Precipitation

This section describes the future changes in the mean precipitation for both winter and summer seasons over the Columbia River Basin by using the multi-model ensemble average for the period of 30 years (2041-2070). The figures 42 through 43 represent the projected changes in the mean precipitation for both winter and summer seasons over the CRB. The MME average result shows that the mean precipitation is projected to decrease in the future from 4.46 mm in 2041 to 4.35 mm in 2070 (-2.47%) in the winter season and from 1.49 mm in 2041 to 1.36 mm in 2070 (-8.7%) in summer season. This result shows that the mean precipitation is projected to decrease more in summer season (8.7% decrease).
Figure 34: Multi-model ensemble winter (DJF) 2-year return levels (mm/day) for the historical (1970-1999) and future (2041-2070) periods over the CRB.

Figure 35: Multi-model ensemble winter (DJF) 5-year return levels (mm/day) for the historical (1970-1999) and future (2041-2070) periods over the CRB.
Figure 36: Multi-model ensemble winter (DJF) 10-year return levels (mm/day) for the historical (1970-1999) and future (2041-2070) periods over the CRB.

Figure 37: Multi-model ensemble winter (DJF) 25-year return levels (mm/day) for the historical (1970-1999) and future (2041-2070) periods over the CRB.
Figure 38: Multi-model ensemble average 2-year return levels (mm/day) in summer (JJA) for the historical (1970-1999) and future (2041-2070) periods over the CRB.

Figure 39: Multi-model ensemble average 5-year return levels (mm/day) in summer (JJA) for the historical (1970-1999) and future (2041-2070) periods over the CRB.
Figure 40: Multi-model ensemble average 10-year return levels (mm/day) in summer (JJA) for the historical (1970-1999) and future (2041-2070) periods over the CRB.

Figure 41: Multi-model ensemble average 25-year return levels (mm/day) in summer (JJA) for the historical (1970-1999) and future (2041-2070) periods over the CRB.
Figure 42: Multi-model ensemble average precipitation (mm) in Winter (DJF) for the future period (2041-2070) over the CRB.

Figure 43: Multi-model ensemble average precipitation (mm) in Summer (JJA) for the future period (2041-2070) over the CRB.
Figure 44: Multi-model ensemble average weights for each model.

Figure 45: Multi-model ensemble average weights for each model.
5. **Summary, Conclusion and Outlook**

This study evaluated the extreme and average precipitation events for winter and summer season over the Columbia River Basin (CRB) by simulating four CMIP5 models for the historical period (1970-1999) and future period (2041-2070). The CMIP5 simulations data was collected from the Climate Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 archive (CMIP5). The RCP85 scenario has been adopted for the future GHG emission scenario. The CMIP5 contains a great number of model output to boost the research and understand the climate processes and their effects. These data will provide a basis of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5). In spite of some improvements in spatial resolution and other advances in climate models, considerable bias existed in all four climate models, therefore downscaling was performed to remove the bias and downscale the models. In this research, the future changes in the extreme precipitation events for both seasons were evaluated by the t-years return levels.

We estimated the intensity of extreme precipitation for both winter and summer seasons by using the GEV distribution and multi-model ensemble average over the domain of the Columbia River Basin. The results of both methods are described in the results and discussion section. It was noticed that multi-model ensemble mean outperformed compared to the individual performance of climate models. The four CMIP5 models performed very well at simulating precipitation extremes in the winter season which was as expected. In terms of simulating mean winter precipitation, two models BCC-CSM1.1 and CCSM4 performed really well and showed a decrease,
whereas the ACCESS1.0 and CanESM2 showed an increase and that may not be consistent with other studies which shows that the mean precipitation is projected to be decreasing (Cohen et al., 2000; Dominguez et al., 2012; Karl et al., 2009; Kharin et al., 2007; Solomon et al., 2007).

The four CMIP5 models analyzed in this study showed heterogeneous spatial pattern of summer extreme precipitation over the CRB for the future period as discussed in the results section. Comparing the general performance of the climate models in simulating summer extreme precipitation, the CCSM4 and BCC-CSM1.1 models performed really well. However, in terms of simulating mean summer precipitation, two models CanESM2 and CCSM4 performed well and showed the decrease, whereas the ACCESS1.0 and BCC-CSM1.1 showed increase that may not be consistent with other studies which shows that the mean precipitation is projected to be decreasing (Cohen et al., 2000; Dominguez et al., 2012; Karl et al., 2009; Kharin et al., 2007; Solomon et al., 2007). Looking at these results of the four CMIP5 models, the CCSM4 model performs really well at simulating both extreme precipitation and mean precipitation. Moreover, in terms of multi-model ensemble average, the weights calculated by the BMA (weights are displayed in the figure 44) describe that CCSM4 performs better than all three models; and after the CCSM4 model, the CanESM2 model has more weight of 0.2559, then the ACCESS1.0 model has weight 0.2418, and in the last, the BCC-CSM1.1 model performs poor with weight of 0.2319.

The MME average return levels show a consistent and significant increase in the extreme precipitation with the increase of the return periods in both seasons in the entire
basin. The MME average shows a generalized trend of increase in extreme precipitation throughout the domain of the CRB, but enormous precipitation is found over the Cascade Range, Coastal Range of Oregon and Washington State, Rocky Mountains Range and the Canadian portion of the CRB, as simulated by other studies (Cohen et al., 2000; Dominguez et al., 2012; Karl et al., 2009; Kharin et al., 2007; Solomon et al., 2007).

5.1 Lessons Learned

- The bias correction using quantile mapping method has shown some discrepancy in its behavior mainly due to its blind matching approach explained in (Madadgar et al., 2012), where they showed that using a multivariate method based on copula functions can post process and bias correct the model simulation more effectively. Therefore, future studies are encouraged to incorporate such more advanced and effective bias correction methods.

- The multi-model ensemble average outperformed, so it is recommended that more models should be added in such type of studies. In addition, these types of studies should be compared with the CMIP3 and NARCCAP (North American Regional Climate Change Assessment Program) ensembles to have a broader analysis regarding performance of the models and get reliable future predictions about climate change.

- The Columbia River is dominated by the glacial snowmelt, so the increase in the intensity of winter extreme precipitation and decrease in the mean precipitation in the future period (2041-2070), as simulated by four CMIP5 models, is expected to
contribute to the flooding in the low lying areas especially in the west of the Cascades Range. Therefore, the population living in the west of the Cascades Range is under serious threat of the extreme weather events.

- In addition, the climate change shift could have serious implications on transboundary water issues in between the United States and Canada. The vulnerability of the Columbia River Basin totally depends upon the adaptation policies to effectively cope the adverse effects of the extreme events due climate change. Rise in the extreme precipitation and decrease in the mean precipitation could affect the seasonal availability of the water, and results in increasing water demand among different sectors such as agricultural, industrial, municipal and ecological.
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